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INTRODUCTION
The story that follows, better to say, the true story which follows, because all my stories are true stories, just
to be clear, will reflect on merging of the Vedic Astrology Jyotish with the History Science, what is a very common
topic of all my stories, but this time it will be touching deeply some very famous medieval legends. This is the
legend of King Arthur, which is in the root of the Western Civilization itself, and there are no doubts about that.
However, along with this story, we shall see again how legends can be diverted very much from the original
story.
Nevertheless, before we even start a new story, there is a need to reconsider some terms and phrases that are
popping up in almost every essay of mine, but they were never covered in full frame. It becomes obvious there
is an urgent need to define terms like positive forces, or, negative forces for example. Furthermore, quite often,
we use terms like bad guys and good guys, instead. This will be helpful for the much better understanding of all
previous essays, but also future ones as well. Well, in our present time, if we start to elaborate on such things,
you may immediately earn the status of being a conspiracy theorist. This is quite a common sticker you can be
labeled if you start to explain that there are negatives around us today, or even among us, who will be very
eager to make many obstacles on our way toward higher aims in evolution. In fact, it is not only they will be
ready to make obstacles in our way; they are actually doing that quite diligently. Oo yes, they are very active
these days, and they have been making some obstacles on our way for quite some time actually.
That is the reason we need to devote a certain amount of time and to say few words on this very specific topic,
which I was avoiding so far, and tried to go around in a big circle. Simply, it was not a proper time for that before.
This is so very sensitive point indeed. Though need to say, some mentioning already did happen in almost every
essay of mine, but somehow, I did not want to touch that topic in full scale, because we did not know enough
in order to discuss it in full depth. The situation has changed entirely; we have discussed so many natal charts
of ancient figures, and even recent ones to be honest. Now we are easily grasping the gross picture of who is
who in this game, but this is still in some very initial stage, so we definitely need to put more light, to shed more
light, on who was who in our ancient history, and who is who in our present time. After we finally put all pieces
of the puzzle in place, it is very likely we shall find all answers who is who, and what is what in this world we live
in right now, and what we call … the Modern World.
Therefore, I suggest we devote some time to this discussion and believe me, it can be very useful to find out
some answers to some problems we are dealing with in our everyday life. Oo yes, we have many problems, we
are facing many problems on daily basis and I am just very eager to plunge into such discussion. Perhaps all that
can help us to resolve problems we are facing today on an everyday basis.

GOOD AND EVIL
This is true, whenever we consider the History and the historical events, and whenever we scratch a little
deeper under the surface, we can observe the existence of two powerful but highly hidden forces. That means
they are like big secrets for us. These two secret currents, it is noticeable, they are entirely opposite in nature,
opposite in their actions, and in a way of performance so that we actually discover unsparing fight which has
been happening behind the scene, behind the History stage. Hence, it is as that there are two strong hidden
forces, and we do not see any of them directly on the superficial level, and therefore only based on some facts
and indications we can forebode about their presence. Indeed, we can flair their existence just on some very
indirect and mediative way. They, these two forces, are opposite in actions, and there is a huge antagonism
between them, better to say there is a never-ending war-like situation among them. In fact, this is just like a
timeless struggle which is never about to seize down. Something that we see as wars, these are just like the tips
of the icebergs. Actually, the real and the true fight and struggle, they are happening just behind the curtain, on
some levels that are absolutely invisible and unreachable for us. Though just to emphasize, everything, better
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to say all that has the origin right there in the celestial realms, right within celestial spheres. In addition, all that
what is happening, it does not have the real beginning point. After all, it is pristine in nature …
This is the story about the fight and struggle between good and evil, which by the way, is never mentioned by
any researcher. Of course, they are not mentioning that struggle because if they do, they will need to say who
the good is, and who the evil is. In fact, this is one very big dilemma of the relative field of existence; what is
good and what is bad, and who is good and who is evil, and consequently all that always finishes as another one
dilemma and that is … what is right and what is wrong … and it is always being transformed into eternal struggle
of good and evil. The time we live in is not the exceptional one at all, and we do not consider it out from that
frame. Nevertheless, an idea about good and evil, we find only in some descriptions of events in ancient history.
Such kind of idea we can also find in some theological explanations, and in religious books and texts, but we
know that all these events religions are talking about did happen long ago. They did happen once upon a time.
According to all such explanations and interpretations, the mentioned struggle of good and evil is happening
somewhere else, in some time that does not have any connection with us, and it is always happening to
somebody else. Timeframe disconnection is being done, and we have nothing to do with it. Such kind of picture
they do create. Therefore, whenever we talk about the present time, all writers, essayists, critics, chroniclers,
analytics, historians, anthropologists and who knows what kind of -ists, … they stay silent. They never mention
the good and evil struggle. For them, the good and evil struggle, in present time, does not exist. This is weird
indeed because we see so many negative things around us in our everyday life. Just to mention air pollution,
food pollution, and the pollution of all other important resources. We are building up the houses we live in on
the entirely wrong way and by use of entirely non-appropriate materials. Moreover, not to mention drastically
deflected and deviated lifestyle which is not in tune with natural laws at all. Therefore, this is all just like
accidental and by chance, they say. Indeed, this is exactly what they say. It is random. In addition, recently we
passed through two big world wars, and there is a countless number of local wars on a daily basis that are
smoldering or turning into a big flame all over the world. Is it possible all that is just on an accidental basis? Why
good and evil struggle is never mentioned in a present time, in a present tense? What is the problem?
It is not easy to answer that question. We need to know that good and evil struggle has been going on for ages,
and all along we live in this dualistic world, that struggle will be right there next to us, and it will be part of us
because it does originate exactly thereabout … within us. Such kind of struggle is just part of us. We are the ones
who have and who carry positive and negative charges within us. We are the ones who are creating good and
evil. Deep within us, we are highly divided and polarized so that we shall create and reflect both, good and evil.
In fact, this is nothing weird and unnatural. To make it clear, we need to recall the moment of the beginning of
the world creation; we need to consult the Genesis itself again. Those who were creating this world, it does not
matter who that was right now, they did ask themselves in a certain moment, what kind of game to implement
in this particular corner of the Creation where we are right now? Then, an idea about the dualistic world based
on opposite values advened, the world of polarities. Yes indeed, some other worlds have been created based
on some other principles in action, but this is a very long story actually. Therefore, this is how in this world of
ours everything is created based on the opposite values. Everything has its own double in some opposite value
and opposite meaning. Everything is contrasted, and everything is polarized, and this is how the World of Light
and Darkness was created, or the World of Good and Evil. Nevertheless, to the first Man, it was given an option
to live above the world of Duality, to live in Unity with the Creator himself, to be the One with the Creator. In
such situation, even though Man is living within the world of duality, he is raising up above the field of opposite
values, and then he is able to enjoy both aspects of life, the Absolute and the Relative. Some has entitled such
stage of living as the Heaven on Earth. Some others said that was … the Eden. Therefore, Heaven on Earth or
Eden, this is a state of consciousness, but not any particular place we need to go. This is the stage of
consciousness in unity with the Creator. Well, this is now another part of the game coming. The thing is that
due to a different kind of reasons the Man can lose this stage of consciousness and within his nervous system
very quickly the polarization will occur, and an idea about good and evil will be immediately born along with.
Then, by the influence of these positive or negative driving forces deeply embedded within us, we start to incline
toward the good or toward the evil. This is to say, the Man can be fallen from the Eden, and then for him the
game of only relative field of existence will begin while the absolute phase of life is totally neglected and
forgotten.
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This is not something that we do not know, or that we are unfamiliar with. We just need to recall the story of
Adam and Eva, the story about the tree of knowledge of good and evil. An apple is an offspring of the tree of
knowledge about the dualistic nature of life. All until that moment Adam and Eva lived in Eden, they lived in
unity with the Creator. They lived in the affluence of everything they needed, deeply in love with everything
and everyone, and their bloodstream was full of serotonin, the hormone of happiness, which is a very common
follower of higher states of consciousness. They have been created, but they could have been able to create
other worlds either, just like the Creator himself. They literally lived in true genuine bliss, heavenly bliss. Yes,
Human physiology is entirely different in higher states of consciousness, and particularly in the state of
consciousness that reflects the unity with the Creator. Consequently, Adam and Eva knew only about god and
did not know the evil. Nevertheless, just at the moment when one of them, and supposedly that was Eva, bit an
apple, the fruit of the tree of knowledge, they cognized about another side, they cognized the evil, and they did
fall into the dualistic field of existence, the exclusive field of relative existence, they did forget entirely the
absolute immortal nature of their own, so that at the certain moment they even did forget where did they come
from. Ever since nothing is the same anymore. Ambivalence and polarization within them and within us actually,
because, just not to forget, we are the children of theirs, will create positive and negative charges, and that
presumes the everlasting struggle of god and evil, what will inevitably bring suffering and harmful situations.
Therefore, somebody will lean on and line up with the God unconditionally and would stay on his side whatever
happen. Such people will reflect only good, and they shall continue to fight for evolutionary ideas, for life in
higher states of consciousness, for life in unity with the Creator, what is our ultimate aim after all, because this
is our source, this is where we came from.
Nevertheless, some of us, those negatively polarized, of course, will not feel well when meeting with good,
because the negative element prevailed within, the evil becomes the driving force, and such people will start to
run away from the good and to hide entirely in some very dark niches. From that moment on the darkness, the
night, and the spreading of the ignorance become their allays, and the only idea they have in their minds is how
to damage the good, how to put more obstacles on the way of the good, and how to obstruct Humanity to be
raised up toward higher states of consciousness and toward the Eden again. They will do everything that is in
their power to abstract that the Heaven on Earth is restored again, and the unity with the Creator is
accomplished, just as it was once upon a time. This is where we are coming to define the negative and demonic
forces right now.1 In their nature, they are demonic. Nevertheless, this demonic force is not to be considered as
the primordial principle equal to the Creator himself, as somebody would perhaps think, and some would even
force such an idea intentionally. No, no no … this is not to be considered this way. Because, we can say it another
way freely, this negative and demonic force was created by the Creator himself as well. In fact, we need to recall
the point that Creator created first beings and he gave them all the power he has, but he also gave them a free
will to do with this power whatever they want. This is the crucial moment to understand everything. Therefore,
even when due to negative polarization some of those beings he created turn away from him, from the Creator
himself, he will respect that decision and he will leave that being to go its own evolution. This is all just a game;
we are not to forget about that. The game came into existence because we asked for it and because we wanted
to have a taste of the individual evolution and illusionary separation from the Absolute. We wanted to sense
and to enjoy all the magic of the relative existence as well. From the Absolute where is our eternal home, we
came to the Relative, just to have some fun. The separation is temporary and illusionary. According to this
cognition, on his highest level, the Creator will not divide beings on good and evil, because they are all his own
children, and everything is just a game after all. All those who consider themselves as a good, they need to know
that they also have been on the evil side once upon a time. Stereotypes about negative energy should be
removed because they are part of the ignorance, and we need to overcome such situations just by implementing
the knowledge because negative energy is so valuable and it is needed so very much. It is for sure that we could
not even be capable to act in this very materialistic world where we are right now without such negative energy.
Therefore, when we talk about positive and negative energy, the Creator will not make any difference, because
all that is about his own children. Nevertheless, here we need to follow another one very important rule. Hence,

1) There is a very interesting article exposed in the BAR with tendency to say something about positive and negative forces, and many
forms of the devil within the domain of the Bible and Biblical texts. The title is … Who is Satan? … and it is available at the site …
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/bible-interpretation/who-issatan/?mqsc=E3954850&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Daily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A5GZ30
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they say that the hottest regions of Hell are reserved for those he would like to stay neutral. In this game, at
least on this level where we are right now, neutrals are not supposed to be. The basic principle, the basic rule is
… Chose your side and fight! …This is the basic principle of this highly polarized world of the dualistic existence
within the relative phase of life where we are staying right now, and where we are going to stay for some time.
That relative field of existence inevitably is bringing some cycles of ups and downs, and there are some moments
when the knowledge is fading out but just to be restored again. Less of knowledge, what we also call an
ignorance, well, all that will inevitably bring some suffering and struggle. And this is where we find ourselves at
the present time again. All that sounds very familiar to us. Lack of knowledge, ignorance, suffering, and struggles
… well, this is our reality. However, this is going to change very soon as well. We are on the threshold of
unimaginable changes. Unprecedented changes are just about to happen, and we are going to rise again toward
Eden very soon.
These cognitions about the dualistic world and belonging natural laws that are governing it, well, they are very
important because otherwise, we cannot understand so many things. If we now based on this knowledge and
in the light of all these cognitions, if we now watch on all these true stories we are deciphering along with the
Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, well we always can find such dualistic principles in action. There are always some good
guys and some bad guys. We saw that and we witnessed about in absolutely every true story we had deciphered.
As I already mentioned before, our present time is not an exceptional story, and it is not supposed to be watched
in an isolated way. This is the same story actually. Of course, you will hardly find anything about that in the
history books, or any book of wisdom of today. In such case, as usual, we always turn toward alternative stories.
Of course, even conspiracy theories are very welcome when we are considering such topics. Then, all of sudden
we do find mentioning of some hidden organizations and hidden and secretive societies. I was talking about
that in some previous essays. We could possibly go very wide with covering so many examples, but for the story
to be short, two opposing parties involved in huge animosity and bitter rivalry we can notice immediately. They
even change their names throughout a time and history, but today they are known as … Freemasons … and …
Illuminati. As I said, about such terms and expressions we are informed only through highly secretive and
esoteric sources because this is how they do behave. They are esoteric in nature, and they do behave in a very
secretive way. Anyway, the track we are following leads us exactly toward them. Furthermore, there is a big
confusion about these two terms and belonging energies, because we do not know who is who. This is exactly
the point we need to do some additional explanations.
First, who are Freemasons? Well according to the basic definition Freemasons belongs to the movement that
came into existence during the time of liberal Enlightenment … the Movement is partially public but partially
entirely secretive. It had very firmly defined a hierarchy, where only the lowest levels are visible while the rest
is highly conspirative, and for ordinary people absolutely invisible.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemasonry
The history of Freemasonry is extraordinarily interesting, and then there are some very exotic and esoteric
alternative theories to be taken into consideration as well. As I already mentioned many times, we are not
supposed to run away from alternative stories and theories, simply because the grain of truth could possibly be
involved in any of them. Not only that, quite often a very tasty pie could be done out of some alternative
theories. This is how in one of many such theories Freemasonry has its own root among … the Templar Knights.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_Templar
According to that story, when Templars were prosecuted at the beginning of the 14th century, they officially
disappeared. Nevertheless, it only looks like that because though the big portion was eliminated they were not
eradicated entirely, what means that the true core, that secretive and invisible part survived. They mainly went
underground for some time, moved to some other places and did spread on a big plane. Firstly, it seems, they
did move their seat to England and Scotland and from there even further on toward the New World, to the
North America continent, especially to the USA and Canada. According to some stories, exactly the Freemasons
are those who established these two countries. Such more hidden agenda was lasting for some time and then
somehow around the beginning of the 18th century they occurred publicly again, firstly as very inventive masons
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with many free ideas and deep esoteric knowledge about architecture and construction skills. This is how they
got their name after all. They used ancient esoteric knowledge in designing and building and because of all that,
they are connected even with the legendary King Solomon. Nevertheless, primarily, the Templar Knights and
the Freemasons, they are being connected with Jesus himself because, according to such stories, they allegedly
simply do originate from the genealogy of the Jesus. Furthermore, it is said that this is the same genealogy line
because Jesus is just another incarnation of King Solomon, what we actually did confirm along these essays of
mine and by the great support from Vedic Astrology-Jyotish. Therefore, the story goes so far that allegedly, this
is the timeless genealogy line spreading throughout the entire History and it is being rejuvenated in every
generation. The story has it that in Jesus’ time, that genealogy line was renewed as well through the marriage
of Jesus with Mary Magdalene, the Supreme Goddess incarnated, Goddess Parvati, and throughout the children,
they had together. This is the part of the story where Sarah and Judah come in, the daughter and the son of
Jesus and Mary Magdalen. According to the story, Templar Knights have been there in the Holy Land and
Jerusalem, and they discovered something very important. What exactly that could have been, well, this is very
difficult to say indeed. Most probably there are a few things they discovered, and therefore more options are
plausible. One of these discoveries was allegedly the tomb belonging to the Jesus’ family, and story narrates
that his bones and remnants are there as well. This is something what today we are linking with the Talpiot
Tomb, better to say Talpiot Tombs because they are two.
What a fantastic story!
It sounds so phenomenal indeed. One could stay breathless. Just as in the novels of Dan Brown and all movies
based on them. Only thing, we have proved them all. Every trace of this story, bit by bit, we proved and natal
charts of all most important protagonists were exposed so that everybody can see this striking truth. It is not
that I am telling the truth. Not at all. I am just like a media in this case. There are stars and the Universe itself
that are narrating the true story of History, the true story of Biblical History. We definitely confirmed that true
historical Jesus was fighting for good, and he was fighting for new knowledge to be implemented in order to
raise the level of consciousness of the Humanity and to establish and to restore the Eden again. Therefore, it
seems, we have a straight line from King Solomon, Jesus and through Knights Templars toward Freemasons in
our present time.
However, this is not all.
They say that many if not all world leaders, like kings, emperors, and presidents, throughout the time, that they
are all connected closely to the same bloodline. Actually, it is being said, they came from the same bloodline.
This is also nothing new. We have heard about so many times, though on very different occasions to be honest,
and always with some modifications and variations. It seems this is not far from the truth as well.
Well, that was the story about Freemasons. Now, if all that is true and we just concluded it is true, then what
about the allegedly Illuminati?
In fact, we can go a little bit around and we can reformulate the question.
If the Freemasons are connected so intimately and directly to the real historical Jesus and his historical partner
and wife Mary Magdalene, so that they, the Freemasons, are in their genetic line, in their genealogy line, and if
they are proclaimed fighters for the same ideals and for the same aims as Jesus was, well then, who are all those
who for two thousand years already are exposing themselves as promoters of the Jesus teaching? Is it possible
that Christianity we know is not the real and the original teaching of Jesus? Even worse, is it possible that his
biggest rivals, opponents, and anemias took over his movement and his teaching, so that they diverted the
teaching itself, and just by using his name as a franchise that they established their dark ideas and principles
instead? To answer that question it would take many more words to be exposed. Anyway, it seems that the
answer is already vibrating in the air. Yes, it seems that we already did answer that question.
Indeed, we already did answer that question. We just need to recall the essay about cycles of yugas, about the
beginning of our time, and about King Manu-Vaivasvata, his son King Rishabhanatha and his two wives. As I
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already have elaborated, one wife was Goddess Sarasvati incarnated and they produced exactly hundred
children together; beautiful and knowledgeable children ready to inhabit and populate newly established
kingdom of Bharata, just after the Big Flood when many things changed and the population was decimated
entirely. Fine, but who was another one wife? That question I did not raise at that moment. Well, now is the
time to give that answer. She was nobody else then … the Goddess Kali … herself incarnated. You ask who is the
Goddess Kali? Well, it would be better if you do not know who she is. Nevertheless, as we live in the midst of a
very materialistic relative field of dualistic principles, we need to know that fact as well. We need to know that
for sure, and absolutely inevitable. Because this is what we asked for, this is what we have chosen long ago.
Then shock again. If we try to find out who Goddess Kali is, there is a very questionable situation again. They
say that even several true Goddesses can be connected with the Kali. They say that Parvati Goddess can be
manifested as the Kali. Then, Goddess Lakshmi, or Mahalakshmi, is sometimes considered as the Kali as well.
Nevertheless, I will take the one that depicts the Kali as … a wrath of Goddess Durga.
https://kashgar.com.au/blogs/gods-goddesses/kali-a-most-misunderstood-goddess
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Durga
Indeed, now we entered on the very slippery terrain of judging who is who among gods and goddesses, and that
can be proved as a very ungrateful task to be done. The thing is that only even by some superficial research
some discrepancies are popping up already. If we just read the story about Goddess Durga, then all of sudden
we see that she is depicted as the supreme Goddess on top of all other Gods and Goddesses. It is even said that
she comes as the wife of Shiva. Nevertheless, I think there is some propaganda in action there. The wife of Shiva,
Goddess Parvati incarnates quite often, but she is known as making the lineage with incarnated Vishnu himself.
Therefore, Parvati has her own line, as well as she is the supreme Goddess, the Quin of Heaven. It seems that
Durga quite often has some problems with that fact during her incarnations. We should know that Durga is that
incarnation of Kali. We should simply know who is who within the Creation and within the Heaven itself.
No doubt, she, the Durga herself, is a very important deity, and without her, this evolution process would face
certain very big problems. In fact, she is depicted as the Goddess of death and destruction. Nevertheless, the
thing is that she is being fed with our lowest emotions, by ignorance of ours, and by low vibrations of any kind.
Therefore, we saw her there as the wife of King Rishabhanatha, and they had only one son. Though being only
one, he was evil enough by himself so that very quickly he made the complete mess within the kingdom. He
killed his brother King Bharata the originator of the Solar Dynasty, and from him, from Bahubali, the Lunar
Dynasty descended. Ever since, these two dynasties are in a permanent animosity, in a permanent rivalry, and
in a permanent war-like situation. Moreover, this is where we connect our very ancient history with modern
days of ours because nothing has changed. Solar and Lunar Dynasty, well they are still around. We just reveled
them as Freemasons and Illuminati. Now we know who is who. There is enough of hiding. Now we can shed
more light on the Jesus Dynasty as well. It is being called like this for some time. The thing is that Jesus Dynasty
also has two wings. One wing is that Dark-Lunar Dynasty with queen Malthace as his mother who was exactly
that one Goddess incarnated, the Kali. Together with her husband King Herod the Great, who is also very
important Deity-God emanation, they did what they did. In fact, we shall find out very soon that she, the
Goddess Kali, comes as a mother in many Vishnu incarnations. In many, but not all definitely. She is a great
mother, no doubt about that. We know the complete story now. Nevertheless, sometimes she also becomes …
the wife … as well. We find her as the Bathsheba, the wife of King David. Indeed, in some incarnations, she will
become the mother and the wife at the same time. We see her in the story of Pharaoh Akhenaton for example,
or perhaps Alexander the Great. This is nothing unusual because we need to know that some extreme and highly
polarized energies are being balanced that way. Therefore, we always find them to be very close.
However, Jesus Dynasty has another wing also, and this is the Dynasty of Light, the Solar Dynasty, and that was
at that time manifested through Mary Magdalene, through Goddess Parvati incarnated, who is the real Queen
of Heaven. Therefore, we see that Knights Templars and Freemasons have their real origin in the Solar Dynasty,
while the Illuminati have their origin in the Lunar Dynasty and Goddess Kali, Goddess Durga actually. At the
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same time, this will explain such an extraordinary animosity between these two dynasties. This is how the entire
story became so crystal clear.
After this elaboration we can say only one thing, we know that Lady, the Goddess Kali; we know her very well.
We are very familiar with her. She is that famous Aphrodite from Greek mythology. She was venerated as the
Goddess Hathor in Egyptian mythology. She was venerated as the Goddess Venus within the Roman Culture.
Furthermore, we know how to produce her natal chart easily. We see that she always comes with Tula-Libra
ascendant and all other divisional charts are ruled by the same rasi-sign. That is the reason we have a very strong
influence of the Shukra-Venus graha-planet. Very strong. She is always very beautiful, extravagant, attractive …
Furthermore, the Chandra-Moon is always in the ninth house and in the Punarvasu Nakshatra. Quite often, we
shall find the exalted Guru-Jupiter in the tenth house as well. Therefore, she is very knowledgeable, absolutely
no any doubt about that, and highly intellectual after all. Her lagna-ascendent is always on the first degree of
the Tula-Libra, denoting the fact she will embody big influence of the Virgo-Kanya rasi; sharp intellect, healing
qualities, knowledge, and science-oriented … Besides being Bathsheba and Malthace, we also find her as a
Hecuba, the legendary wife of the legendary King Priam, King of Troy, the first and the only post-Vedic Culture
in Europe. We can find her presence in every culture after all.
Nevertheless, not to be forgotten, she is Goddess Kali incarnated. Therefore, there is a very dark side of her.
Whenever incarnated, she and her legendary husband, they do not lack negative energy at all, and they will
always try to turn things on the negative side. Well, we know him as Emperor Constantine, who actually opened
the way for some very dark kind of spirituality to be established, though there were some other options available
at that time, and much, much better options, so to say. We know him for being King Herod the Great, as I
mentioned, but he was the legendary Moses as well, the father of Pharaoh Akhenaton, and his very big rival
after some time, and the one who murdered him after all. I was writing about Pharaoh Akhenaton recently.2
Maybe just to add a few lines more. Some Biblical figures, like Saint Jerome for instance, were addressing Moses
as the one who has demonic, devilish horns. In addition, the famous Italian artist Michelangelo Buonarroti made
a sculpture of Moses with very visible horns. The theological and philosophical discussions of the origin and
meaning of these horns of Moses are still going on. One very nice discussion we can find along with the …
Taborblog of Prof. James Tabor …
https://jamestabor.com/what-about-a-moses-with-horns-was-it-more-than-a-mistranslation/
This is the photo of that very impressive sculpture of Michelangelo, denoting Moses with devils horns …

The photo was taken from … https://jamestabor.com/what-about-a-moses-with-horns-was-it-more-than-a-mistranslation/
2) In the BAR article … Akhenaten and Moses … few ideas about an influence of Akhenaten on Moses’ teaching were exposed. In fact, it
is considered that Akhenaten was the first who implemented monotheism and monotheistic ideas. The article is available at the …
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-near-eastern-world/akhenaten-andmoses/?mqsc=E3956586&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Daily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A5NZ30
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Therefore, we have some indications that the negative role of Moses was well known in the ancient world.3 I
think it is the time right now to direct our spotlights to that corner of our ancient history and to deconstruct
that illusion about Moses entirely because he was the highest negative actually.4 In order to balance this
negativity, which inevitably comes out even when talking about such murky characters, I need to expose another
great goddess incarnation. As we mentioned Pharaoh Akhenaton, it just reminded me we never exposed his
wife Queen Nefertiti in detail. This is a great incarnation of great … Goddess Mahalakshmi …, who was known
as … Goddess Isis … in the Egyptian world. Somehow, it happened that her natal chart surfaced as well. This is
good because she is to be considered as the Queen of Heaven as well.
She was born on July 5, 1378 B.C.E. at 1.48 PM LMT. I took Thebes as the birthplace just as an approximation.
The place of her birth is not well known. Here is the natal chart …

3) Moses and the Exodus are still very hot topics. Nice discussion on Exodus is to be found at … https://members.bib-arch.org/biblicalarchaeology-review/20/5/4 ... Exodus Itinerary Confirmed by Egyptian Evidence … by … Charles R. Krahmalkov …
4) Nice article, which considers the same topic, the true role of Moses and the nature of the image he is depicted with horns, is given in
the BAR magazine under the title … Did Moses Have Horns? … The article is available at the link … https://members.bib-arch.org/biblereview/4/1/9
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Very interesting natal chart indeed. As I said, it was missed to be exposed before somehow and therefore it is
my pleasure that we finally have found her.5 Well, as she was also mentioned as one possibility for Goddess Kali,
I invite everyone on judging her role. Indeed, it can be that she is sometimes coming as a mediator between
two dynasties, between Solar and Lunar Dynasty, what means that sometimes she can be involved in having
some negative roles. In fact, there are some situations when the dirty job is supposed to be done for evolution
story to go on smoothly. Then, it seems, she comes in sometimes. Nevertheless, no doubt she is playing a very,
very important role, and a very positive role. In the time of Jesus, we know her as the Mary of Bethany. She was
the one among those who after leaving the Jewish World, went to Europe. She stayed there and she did some
very important job for future generations, and especially on establishing true spiritual values there in the
country, which will be known as France very soon.
Furthermore, in this natal chart, we recognize the symbol … Fish … again. It helped to create the natal chart
after all. This Fish is very important though and tells us how we need to look on at that Goddess. She is part of
the Solar Dynasty inevitably, and without any discussion. After all, when we look chronologically, this is the first
Fish exposed ever; even before the story of Jesus. This is the first symbol of Fish that occurred in any natal chart.
Here is that very famous Fish exposed:

5) Well, we did find Nefertiti’s natal chart, but it seems scientists still have some problemS to locate her mummy. Her remnants were
never found, what very interesting fact is. The article exposed in the BAR offers some more information on last achievements on this
field. The article carries the title … Third Scan Searches for Queen Nefertiti’s Tomb … and it is exposed at the following site …
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-near-eastern-world/third-scan-queen-nefertititomb/?mqsc=E3956586&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Daily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A5NZ30
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Queen Nefertiti – with the probable meaning of the name … The most beautiful woman in the world … The photo is taken from …
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nefertiti_berlin.jpg

So now, let us go back to the real Goddess Kali, Goddess Durga incarnated, who is also doing such a tremendous
job. There is no any doubt that. Playing such a role of a negative is never easy and pleasant for anyone. This is
true. Nevertheless, somebody needs to play that role as well. Therefore, we are endlessly grateful to all those
who are doing such kind of job, or any kind of job which is related to the evolutionary process, to the Evolution
itself. Though must say now, we need to clarify who is who.
For example, the sculpture of Goddess Kali shown below is very intriguing. Indeed, Goddess Kali looks horrifying.
Nevertheless, I wonder if this is the right interpretation. The thing is that this is Goddess Parvati exposed in her
role as being Kali at the same time. She holds the trident in one hand, so very typical and recognizable symbol
of … the God Shiva. Therefore, we know that this is Parvati exposed, the wife of God Shiva. Moreover, she
stands on her husband Shiva himself, and this is another very weird point.
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The photo was taken from … https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/metal-goddess-kali-statues-3954239273.html

From the website …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kali
… we read …
Kali is often portrayed standing or dancing on her consort, the Hindu god Shiva, who lies calm and prostrate
beneath her.
As I said, I wonder if this is the right interpretation. Shiva is the highest on hierarchy list of all gods, just together
with Vishnu, both representing the 16th Kala of evolutionary levels, and they are immortal in nature, while even
Good Brahma is not immortal, and needs to be born along with starting of any new Creation. Then, why is he
shown in so humiliating pose of being prostrated down, and under someone’s foot? This is very intriguing
indeed. If we know now that Goddess Parvati comes as very beautiful, highly moralistic fighter for the highest
spiritual ideals and the highest philosophical ideas, and that she has the lineage throughout the time with Good
Vishnu incarnated, then I wonder why she would come as such a diabolic personality as well? Goddess Parvati
was known in the ancient world as Goddess Athena in Greece, Goddess Neith in Egypt, and Goddess Minerva in
ancient Rome. All very nice roles, just to be honest. Fine, somebody has to do that dirty job of deconstruction
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within the Creation and dealing with death, this is all true, but is this really she, the Goddess Parvati? Personally,
I think this is another goddess, the Durga herself, coming from Mother Divine wing, who takes that role on
herself. Therefore, that dark and murky Goddess Kali is the Goddess Durga incarnated. I would take this
exposition of the Goddess Parvati just as another fraud and try of the real Goddess Kali, the Durga herself, to
manipulate things and to confuse so that it is not known who is behind. This is where we recognize her
propaganda immediately. Well, as we are restoring the Vedic Civilization again, we need to know who is who,
and who is doing what. It seems a lot of purification is needed in order to put in the right place the entire Vedic
iconography and Vedic theological explanations and interpretations. This fact is now evident more than ever
before.
Therefore, when mentioning the Kali Goddess, I am thinking on, and in further texts referring to, to the Goddess
Durga exclusively. Furthermore, please notice that she, the Goddess Kali has a garland of skulls, the mundamala.
These are sculls of ignorant people who became her victims easily. She will play on the ignorance of the people,
by lying, by performing, disguising, pretending, seducing … and who knows what else tricks she is about to use.
Well, as long somebody is under her spell, we know what that does mean. That means she will burn the
ignorance of ours by destruction, by destructing us. Though need to say as well, we need to recognize the
Mother Divine aspect of her. This is the Goddess Durga’s quality primarily. Other two Goddesses, like Parvati,
and Mahalakshmi, according to my observation, they will incarnate as a Kali sometimes, this is quite possible.
Nevertheless, this is not their basic nature, because they have their own separate incarnation lines and
genealogy lines, which we just mentioned a few moments ago, and they are associated with the Solar Dynasty,
the Dynasty of Light primarily.
Therefore, we see that the story of good and evil is starting deep within us; we are creating all these things.
Nevertheless, inevitably, all that have some reflections in Heaven as well, just there in the highest celestial
realms, among gods and goddesses. Sometimes dark and negative energy is prevailing and exposing its own
murky and fraudulent nature. However, this is not due to their intention, due to God's intention. They just need
to follow certain rules in this game. Humanity is not always ready for the highest achievements and the supreme
aims, and therefore rules for the game should be adjusted for every world age. Cycles are going up and down,
producing that sometimes more and sometimes less of Ether-Akasha is being available, and due to that the level
of consciousness of the people will fluctuate very much as well. However, what we always need to have in mind,
this is all just a game. Nevertheless, how do we know this is all just a game?
Well, to answer this question, we need to recall the Bhagavad Gita again. Again, I will refer to … Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi’s Commentaries on the Bhagavad Gita. The key point of the entire Bhagavad Gita was discovered
at the very beginning actually, just in the first chapter, Verse 14, and Verse 15. This is when the war on
Kurukshetra Field is just about to start, and they are setting up all needed for such a dramatic event to happen.
Both sides approached Lord Krishna, asking for his help. He gave them the option to choose, he left them to
decide. They can choose him or his army. Kauravas chose Krishna’s army, while Pandava Arjuna chose him, the
Krishna himself. However, Krishna said he would join, just to be a charioteer of Arjuna, not to fight directly. He
will stay somewhat neutral. Nevertheless, was he really neutral …? Because this is what he is about to do …

Verse 14 …

The photo was taken from the website … http://om27.com/mmyotbg/gita-mmy_files/Bhagavad-Gita-Maharishi-Mahesh-Yogi.pdf
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The photo was taken from … https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.130605

Verse 15 …

The photo was taken from the website … http://om27.com/mmyotbg/gita-mmy_files/Bhagavad-Gita-Maharishi-Mahesh-Yogi.pdf
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The photo was taken from … https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.130605

This is so important, even the most important point of the entire Bhagavad Gita, I would say, and so far-reaching
after all. Just to be entirely clear on this point, and not to miss anything, I will summarize a few ideas. This is to
show the real nature of the role of Lord Krishna. He used the conch made of the bone of a demon, which is to
say it contains the highest possible negative energy. By blowing his divine breath into it, he saturated the entire
field including every being there with that extremely high negative energy, the highest possible negative
vibration. The result was obvious. That negative charge helped Arjuna and Pandavas, the positives in this story,
to fight and to face such enormous negative energy Kauravas had. Positive force is only constructive and never
destructing, and therefore for Pandavas, it would have been a problem to fight with Kauravas. That additional
negative charge Krishna did produce was definitely helping Pandavas. On the other side, the Kauravas, by
possessing the extremely high amount of negative energy, that additional negative charge will lead them toward
destruction because the concentration of too much of negative energy will produce self-destruction of that
energy itself. This is the trick Krishna had performed just before the war did start. This is the point missed by so
many interpreters and commentators. This is to say that Lord Krishna directed the fight very carefully and not
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leading an option for negatives to win. We need negative energy, but just to be our tester, and to help us to
become stronger, more knowledgeable, and to climb higher in the evolution itself. Therefore, all those who
carefully channelize the Evolution will be very careful on a negative element not to go too far. Because this is all
just a game. Fine, everybody has its own free will, this is still left untouched, but not to the level to destruct the
pattern of the evolution itself. Because we can ask ourselves what is the worst thing in evolution what can
happen to us. Is this death? Definitely not, because we just saw that nobody is dying. Only fools are dying
somebody said so very nicely. What then can be the worst? Well, if we think properly, we will find out soon that
the evolution stage is the most important thing for us. This is what we wanted to, what we asked for, and if
somebody would destroy that evolution pattern, well, that would be of catastrophic nature, and therefore, the
things are set up this way. The negative energy can go on and do whatever they want, but only to the certain
limit. The things are limited for negatives, and this is how we know this is all just a game.
Therefore, these two verses of Maharishi’s commentary on Bhagavad Gita I’ve mentioned, Verse 15th and Verse
16th of the first chapter, are so tremendously important, and they have to be involved in any Vedic Science
lecture or course, even within the first introductory lecture. If this is not the case, either something is not all
right with lecturers, so that they do not understand the matter they are talking about, or they are involved in
some hidden agenda of deviating the Knowledge. Better to say, be careful from whom you are taking the
Knowledge. Please note that Veda Vyasa is mentioning that point right at the very beginning, and that is
supposed to say something. It should be also noted that Maharishi Mahesh Yogi gave such an extensive
commentary on these two verses. That also means something, doesn’t it?
Let us consider now what negatives would supposedly do if everything is left to them only? It is very easy to
imagine, in no time they would demolish the pattern of the Evolution itself. Negative energy is extremely
destructible. First what they will do is that they will destruct and destroy everything around, and then, because
of too much negative principle accumulated, then they would destroy themselves as well. In addition, that
would be the end of the Evolution Story. Therefore, this is definitely not the way we want to go. This is not a
way good people want to go.
Nevertheless, now there is the end of one game, and most probably, the beginning of the new one is to be
expected. The set of rules is about to change. By ascension, along with all these tremendous changes on Earth
what we are just expecting to happen in a year or two, the negative energy will not be needed so very much
anymore or it will be entirely transformed to another vibrational level as well. This is the reason we say this is
the end of the game. Of course, this game never stops, only sometimes is being modified, even changed entirely.
For all those who would enjoy making obstacles in evolution, in progress toward elevating Humanity toward
higher states of consciousness and restoration of the Eden, the Heaven on Earth, well, they will identify
themselves with such negatively polarized energy, and they are on the very appropriate place for them to be.
Fine, everybody has a free will. They can do whatever they want. However, all those who consider themselves
as positives and good guys, they will probably wish to kick all those previously mentioned guys into their
ignorant, manipulative ass. Moreover, that would be the very right thing to do. Because, nobody can stay
neutral, and everybody should choose the side. We need to know, worlds are splitting, more than ever before.
We just choose our side, and we join the fight on the eternal Kurukshetra Field. This is all, what we can do. I will
repeat again these very famous words of Irish writer Edmund Burke …
All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good people to do nothing.
Well, we shall probably continue that discussion on good and evil definitely. After all, we shall need all that
knowledge even for the story that is just about to start right now. Batter to say, which will finally start right now.
Therefore, let us be devoted now to the main topic of this essay that is waiting so eagerly to be exposed.
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LUCIUS ARTORIUS CASTUS
In fact, perhaps, because we are still in the domain of Biblical topics, we need to start in a different way.
Again, everything is connected very much with Jesus, so there is a need to go back to this story inevitably. It
took some time to decipher the truth about Jesus, and although everything was exposed in nine compact essays
in relatively short time, the history of this research is much longer, sometimes even turbulent, and all was going
on, on a very unpredicted way. For the purpose of the essays themselves, everything was smoothened later on,
and here and there, some dramatic elements were added because of fascinating and unbelievable turnovers in
the research.
To make the story shorter, what I want to say is that the point how Jesus left this world by ascension to another
world and that he took about one thousand people with him on this journey, well that cognition came relatively
late, so for a long time, I did not know when and how he finished his worldly life. This problem was closely
related to my attempts to find out the very next incarnation of his. I could not see it for a long time. Well, as I
exposed already before in some essays, there is always a gap of about 10-30 years between each incarnation of
Vishnu. Therefore, when considering the next incarnation just after Jesus, it could have been useful to know
when he left the world so that the math can be done properly. Nevertheless, in the initial stage of this research,
I did not know that.
Then, along with the cognition that main actors left Jewish World in a certain moment, I was just thinking where
the story could have been continued, and after all, who is the best candidate to be considered and researched
as the next Vishnu incarnation. As I had some clues that some members of the group finished in England, and
as Arthurian legends were so dominant there as well, was trying to see the background of that story. Well, just
even some very brief and superficial retrospection on this story can reveal stunning details that there was a
beautiful girl Guinevere in a question, and there was a great sage Merlin. Moreover, everything was going on
around England and Britain. Just with these few facts in mind, the attraction to start research on Arthurian
legends was very strong indeed.
Nevertheless, there was a problem. Almost all legends about King Arthur, they would place him in the middle
age, and many commentators and even researchers would claim that the 4th century C.E. is the earliest we can
expect him to appear on the scene. That was contradicting very much to all my knowledge because I knew that
the first incarnation of Vishnu after Jesus could not be so late. I already had some clues about some further
incarnations, which are to be placed there in the third and the fourth century and even further on, but this is
definitely not about King Arthur. For me it was very clear, we saw that Joseph of Arimathea and his son Philip,
they came to England and they settled there. Therefore, the question is what happened next. We have them
there at the end of the first century C.E, and at the beginning of the second century C.E., and then … silence.
The story is broken. My question is now, what did happen after they settled there in England, very probably in
Glastonbury? Another thing, among many Arthurian legends, there was one that was recently getting almost
like a cult status. Many prominent authors wrote about that point. The story has it that legendary Arthur could
possibly have been a Roman soldier, who came to England as a conqueror in fact. Even the name was
mentioned. His name was … Lucius Artorius Castus. Well, even more interestingly, his origin was in the Dalmatia,
the Illyrian province of the Roman Empire, which was very rebellious at the beginning, but later on, in the
second, third, fourth and fifth century after Christ, it was taking more and more important role within the Empire
itself. This is where all of sudden the research for the next incarnation of Vishnu after Jesus, was directed toward
Roman Dalmatia, what is today Croatia.
Well, to be honest, this option with Lucius Artorius Castus as a Roman soldier and commander is popular among
non-British authors predominantly. For many British authors, this is kind of blasphemy because all of sudden
King Arthur is not the real Brit actually. Of course, this is very difficult to be accepted by many. Nevertheless, at
this moment this is still just a theory, therefore, let see what stars would tell about. Indeed, what Vedic Astrology
Jyotish would tell about? In fact, who was Lucius Artorius Castus?
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Just to mention, as soon the search was directed toward that character, toward the Lucius Artorius Castus,
everything became much easier, and as I already earned a lot of experience with making such kind of natal
charts, the search itself did not last long. However, it is better to expose the entire story of Lucius Artorius
Castus. In further text, the abbreviation … LAC …from initials of his name will be used sometimes to substitute
the full name.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucius_Artorius_Castus
Lucius Artorius Castus was a Roman soldier who lived in the second century. He became high military
commander, and as such, he was commanding certain units in different regions. The list of positions and regions
he was involved in some military operations is very long indeed, and it seems that in a certain moment, he did
find himself on the territory of Britain, and this is where this remarkable story did happen.
The first traces of him were discovered along with the revelation of the inscriptions from the sarcophagus
embedded in the stone fence wall of the St. Martin church in Podstrana, just close to the Adriatic Sea, and near
to the city of Split in Croatia. Just around that small church, many archaeological artifacts have been popping
up, indicating that just there on that spot there was the Roman settlement … Pituntium.
http://hotspots.net.hr/en/2014/08/legend-of-king-arthur-lives-in-podstrana/
http://visitpodstrana.hr/en/artorius/

The photo is taken from … http://visitpodstrana.hr/en/artorius/
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The photo is taken from … http://visitpodstrana.hr/en/artorius/

The photo is taken from … http://visitpodstrana.hr/en/artorius/
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From the following website, we can read out the complete inscription with some approximations for the missing
parts …
http://www.romeacrosseurope.com/?p=4695#sthash.ooK2lG1Y.Rcf0WTYc.dpbs

The quote begins:
D………………………….M
L ARTORI[………]STVS 7 LEG
III GALLICAE ITE[….]G VI FERRA
TAE ITEM 7 LEG II AD[….]TEM 7 LEG V M
C ITEM P P EIVSDEM […] PRAEPOSITO
CLASSIS MISENATIVM [..]AEFF LEG VI
VICTRICIS DVCI LEGG […]M BRITANICI
MIARVM ADVERSVS ARM[….]S PROC CENTE
NARIO PROVINCIAE LI[….] GLADI VI
VVS IPSE SIBI ET SVIS [….]ST[…]
Manfred Clauss of the Epigraphik-Datenbank Clauss-Slaby (EDCS) expands the text as:

D(is) [M(anibus)] | L(ucius) Artori[us Ca]stus |(centurio) leg(ionis) | III Gallicae item [|(centurio) le]g(ionis) VI Ferratae
item |(centurio) leg(ionis) II Adi[utr(icis) i]tem |(centurio) leg(ionis) V M[a]c(edonicae) item p(rimus) p(ilus) eiusdem
praeposito classis Misenatium [pr]aef(ectus) leg(ionis) VI Victricis duci legg(ionum) [triu]m Britan(n)ic{i}{mi}arum
adversus Arme[nio]s proc(urator) centenario(!) provinciae Li[burniae iure] gladi(i) vivus ipse sibi et suis […ex
te]st(amento)
Anthony Birley translates this as:
“To the divine shades, Lucius Artorius Castus, Centurion of the Third Legion Gallica, also Centurion of the Sixth Legion
Ferrata, also Centurion of the Second Legion Adiutrix, also Centurion of the Fifth Legion Macedonica, also Chief
Centurion of the same Legion, in charge of (Praepositus) the Misenum fleet, Prefect of the Sixth Legion Victrix,
Commander of two British Legions against the Armenians, Centenary Procurator of Liburnia with the power of the
sword. He himself (set this up) for himself and his family in his lifetime.

The End of the Quote

There is a need to expose the photo of the inscription again, and therefore from the website …
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https://www.quora.com/Is-Embreiz-Guletic-aka-Ambrosius-Aurelianus-last-Roman-ruler-in-the-Isles-Itspossible-that-Arthur-was-one-of-his-sons

The photo was taken from the link … https://www.quora.com/Is-Embreiz-Guletic-aka-AmbrosiusAurelianus-last-Roman-ruler-in-the-Isles-Its-possible-that-Arthur-was-one-of-his-sons

… I’ve taken only the photo, but the text is interesting as well. In fact, the stone slab with inscription was broken,
but both fragments were found close to each other. Anyhow, some smaller fragments are missing and therefore
experts reconstructed these parts, and they reconstructed texts, as well as that they gave out the full
translation. This is all so very interesting indeed.
Therefore, now we know the complete story. On the Roman cemetery, just close to the today's St. Martin church
in Podstrana, there was a grave of the Roman soldier with a splendid military career. By researching the path
and the presence of all these units of the Roman Army he was joined for some shorter or longer time, and by
considering the rank he was having, we see this splendid military career in full light. We can immediately make
a gross picture. The destiny of each Roman Legion is very well known today, except few to be honest, which
were lost and never found. Therefore, there are only a few critical points and dilemmas left open for further
discussion.
Obviously, that soldier and the high military commander, he was enjoying his last days after getting retirement
after he withdrew fully from any service, just there on the beaches of the Adriatic Sea. It seems he had arranged
for himself a big portion of land, just in close vicinity to the sea, and there he was enjoying his deserved rest as
a veteran. The service in the Roman Army, as well as in any army, after all, was very dangerous, full of perils,
and not many did survive to enjoy all the benefits of the retirement. In one of the recent essays, we saw the
destiny of Roman soldier called Pantera, who accompanied Mother Mary in order to give her necessary
protection when she was in the need, and they spent together some ten and a half years and they produced
progeny of their own of six children plus two fostered boys, princes Judah and Jesus. That Pantera, as we know
now, did not survive until retirement, he was killed in some battle on the German front line in 26 C.E., and not
much was missing to finish his full service, to become a free man and to enjoy his deserved rest. Indeed, it can
be he was very close to being retired entirely.
What I want to say is that all those who had survived, they had a privileged status within the society with many
benefits. For example, in one place I did find an info that they had a free entry to any thermal bad, and that was
a huge benefit. The Roman Thermae, that was an instance of the absolutely cult status. A big portion of a social
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life was going on and happening exactly within and around such thermal baths. This was not only about bathing
after all these pools were shallow, one could easily walk in the water. It happened that many of them even did
not know how to swim. Romans used Thermae to meet each other, to talk, to gossip, to make friendships,
alliances and run a business. The politic was deeply in the bloodstream of any Roman citizen, and I can imagine
endless talks on this topic. Another topic they liked very much was who will win in the Colosseum or any other
arena along with gladiators fighting. That was something very similar people today talk about soccer, football,
baseball, or perhaps some other very popular sport. There were special pools with special herbs and minerals
to cure any specific health problem; including an option to eliminate any disease one could possibly have been
troubled. Their knowledge about natural healing was enormous. In addition, free food was served there in the
Thermae. Therefore, going to Thermae, that was an all-day event, most probably finishing with a big party in
the late afternoon and evening. It is plausible to consider they worked on the 24/7 basis, using the time
overnight just to clean everything and to do all necessary preparations for the next day. The entry to such places
was not free of course, but it was very affordable, and women, children, and army veterans had a free entrance.
That was one very important point how social life was organized in order to socialize people, to keep high
hygiene standards in order to avoid any epidemic, and after all, to eliminate stress on the individual level in the
prevention of any kind of social unrest. Those who ruled the country, the Empire, they knew very well about
the effects of collective consciousness, and they knew how to deal with it. They also knew very well the
psychology of the people, and they give them what they need. Bread and circuses … or … Bread and games …
from Latin … Panem at Circenses … is the famous Roman saying illustrating the best way exactly such kind of
politics. Nevertheless, the Rome, and the entire Roman Empire, that was a civilization in decline. They had their
glorious days, no doubt about that, but as they were approaching toward the negative peak of the Kali YugaIron Age, and that was about 500 C.E., Roman Culture was gradually declining and degrading. People started to
think only how to satisfy their basic needs and that is food and entertainment. More and more they were
plunging into very superficial moralistic and philosophical values and forgetting any idea about the higher
purpose of the life itself.
Therefore, whatever region Romans had concurred, the first thing what they did was to build up a system of
communication, and that means good roads for safe and quick traveling around the vast Empire and for fast
delivery of postal parcels and messages. In addition, they built up aqueducts to supply enough of fresh water
for daily living and Thermae which they did build up in any city immediately as well. That is the reason we find
even today remnants of so many thermal baths and arenas all over the area where the Roman Empire did spread
around. Interestingly, a huge amount of water they needed for arenas and colosseums. It is just recently
discovered that they could manage to transform the arena podium where gladiators were fighting into the pool
full of water so that even the sea battles of gladiators could be performed.
Well, better to return to the Lucius Artorius Castus.
That spot of today Croatian Podstrana, with the land Lucius Artorius Castus retired, was in close vicinity to the
Salona, the capital of the Illyrian Province Dalmatia, and it had a nice Thermae as well. Therefore, thermal bad
in the vicinity, and just being close to the sea, with beautiful Mediterranean climate and vegetation, well what
else one tired veteran soldier probably full of wounds could wish to spend his last days. In such surrounding, we
find this retired Roman soldier and commander named Lucius Artorius Castus.
In fact, that story of King Arthur being connected with Lucius Artorius Castus is not a new story. The first
mentioning of it and the first connection with King Arthur comes from … Kemp Malone … in 1924. Then, many
other authors were grasping this idea very firmly. One of them is … Linda A. Malcor …, writer and researcher
from the USA. She will become one of the most prominent supporters of the theory of King Arthur’s origin in
the personality of Lucius Artorius Castus, and because of that, she is so very important for our story.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linda_A._Malcor
There is two-part article offering the full story of Linda’s thinking on Lucius Artorius Castus. It is exposed along
the following links …
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http://www.heroicage.org/issues/1/halac.htm
http://www.heroicage.org/issues/2/ha2lac.htm
Furthermore, from the already mentioned website we read …
http://www.romeacrosseurope.com/?p=4695#sthash.ooK2lG1Y.j2FyitIK.dpbs

The quote begins:
Three Croatian archaeologists examined the inscriptions in 2012, as part of an international conference on Lucius
Artorius Castus organized by authors Linda Malcor and John Matthews: Nenad Cambi, Željko Miletić, and Miroslav
Glavičić. Cambi proposes that Lucius Artorius Castus’ career can be dated to the late 2nd Century AD and his death to the
late 2nd, or perhaps early 3rd Century AD.
Glavičić dates Lucius Artorius Castus’s military career to the middle- through late-2nd Century AD and proposes that
he was the earliest Governor of the province of Liburnia, which Glavičić suggests was only established as a separate
province from Dalmatia circa 184-185 AD. Miletić dates Lucius Artorius Castus’s military career to circa 121-166 AD and
his Procuratorship of the province of Liburnia to circa 167-174 AD.

The End of the Quote

Well just to summarize, there was an international conference/seminar in … Podstrana …, the same place where
LAC possibly finished his life path, and it was held from March 31 to April 1, of 2012. Organizers were authors
Linda Malcor and John Matthews together with local scientists, historians Nenad Cambi, Željko Miletić, and
Miroslav Glavičić. The preceding from this conference can be found at the following link …
http://www.podstrana.hr/artorius-sazetak.pdf
I am not going to enter the full discussion on this topic, this is a long story indeed because many uncertainties
were there and due to that, many options surfaced. Somehow, the life path was determined, but still, some
points were missing, and there were some fluctuations of ideas and due to that, differences in opinions occurred
as well. I am mentioning this especially because of the ending part of this discussion, where we need to expose
an idea and opinion of … Prof. Željko Miletić …, who stated that the military career of Lucius should be
considered from 121-167 C.E., and that the episode with Armenians should be connected with the war in
Armenia against Parthians from 161-167 C.E. In addition, a civil post as a governor of Liburnia, what he accepted
just after leaving the military service, should be considered to start in 167 C.E. and was going onwards for few
years. This is what Prof. Željko Miletić suggested. Liburnia was a province within the Dalmatia. They say that the
very mentioning of the Liburnia as a province for the first time, it occurred just at about that time. It was
covering, most probably, the region of today’s Zadar and Rijeka in Croatian coastal Adriatic area. By the way, in
modern Croatia, this area is known under this name Liburnia even today. This last post of Lucius, I think, it was
not going on for a long, maximally 2-3 years, and therefore the final retirement we can expect about year 170
C.E. or 174 C.E. as the last option. It is exactly at this point that we shall start our discussion recalling Vedic
Astrology Jyotish again. Because we have a solution for this long-lasting debate. The fact is that, according to
my opinion, mentioned dating of Prof. Željko Miletić is the very plausible one.
Lucius Artorius Castus was born on April 9, 104 C.E. at 9.14 AM, most probably in Billubium, the place in Dalmatia
that is not located yet entirely, but it is considered to be in close vicinity of today’s Imotski in Croatia.
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What becomes obvious in the natal chart immediately is that very strong connection between 6th and 12th house.
This we have already seen just in the previous essay when the natal chart of Roman worrier Pantera was
considered. However, this is the entirely different situation. There is the Guru-Sani Yoga exposed through
seventh aspect-drishti of Jupiter and Saturn. In addition to that, they are conjoined to Rahu and Ketu
respectively. There is a conjunction of Jupiter with Rahu in the 12th house, and Saturn with Ketu in the 6th house.
This is connecting these two houses in a very strong way so that the entire life of the person will be oriented
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and it will be going on around these two houses mainly. In this case, 12th house denotes the place of isolation,
like a military camp, military compound or something similar. It also denotes life abroad, living in foreign
countries. Nevertheless, it also denotes the high level of spirituality, and so on, and so on. The sixth house
denotes the battlefield, rivals and opponents, troubles, diseases, and so on. The conclusion is very clear, and
especially if we connect the true role and purpose of Rahu and Ketu, the person is supposed to connect and
unify these two houses.
The Jupiter-Guru and the Rahu are in the same nakshatra, in the Aridra Nakshatra, what will amplify Jupiter
multiple times. Together they will make an influence on the fourth house, what will indicate huge expansion of
the homeland, on the sixth house that is owned by Jupiter-Guru, and on the eighth house, which would indicate
earning of deep occult knowledge. Very interesting indeed. Furthermore, Saturn and Ketu, as two strong
malefics shall help in overcoming all enemies, opponents, and rivals. Saturn will aspect the eighth house as well
as promoting longevity, what means that the person definitely lived a long life. Another thing, we see the triple
conjunction in the tenth house, the conjunction of exalted Surya-Sun, high dignity Mars-Mangal and ShukraVenus. This is a very powerful conjunction.
He probably entered the military service in the … Ketu-Mangal … planetary period and that means in 122 C.E.,
what would say when he was about 18 years old. Then, we are not going to discuss all his long carrier in details,
because it would be needed many words to do so. What we are especially interested in, is the point when he
started his post in Britain. There are a few points now very important to be mentioned. Based on the inscription
that was discovered, it was obvious he was commander of two joined legions from Britain in some big war, and
that war, according to Prof. Miletić, was supposed to be the war of Romans with Parthians in Armenia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman–Parthian_War_of_161–166
That was a big military operation. Romans suffered some initial big loses, but very quickly they reorganized
themselves so that they pull up legions from other parts of the Empire. There were about 30 legions and many
auxiliary units sprinkled all over the Empire, but whenever some riot was going on, Romans immediately
grouped stronger forces there in order to quell the rebellion. Some other parts of the Empire were weakened
along with such practice, of course, but they suggested local commanders and governors avoid any battle or a
war-like situation all along the rebellion on that critical spot was suppressed, the danger was minimized and
they could have returned all units where they belong to. Such kind of military organization asked for very careful
planning, best intelligence service in order to ensure the true picture of what is going on in any corner of the
vast Empire. It was asking for a high level of logistic and supreme training of any soldier or commander. No
doubt, those Romans achieved all these requirements. After all, that is the reason they did last for so long.
The war with Parthians in Armenia started in 161 C.E., but that was not the time for units from Britain to enter
the war yet. I think they entered the war in the second half of 162 C.E. Most probably, it was all going on when
the general and governor of Britain … Marcus Statius Priscus … was appointed as the governor of Cappadocia,
the region where the war with Parthians was going on.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcus_Statius_Priscus
Therefore, at the moment when they entered the war in Armenia, Lucius Artorius Castus was appointed as a
commander of two joined legions from Britain. Traditionally, by all acquired knowledge about Roman legions in
Britain, several of them are connected strongly with Britain itself on a long-term basis.
http://www.u3ahadrianswall.co.uk/wordpress/roman-legions-in-britain/
During the initial conquering of Britain by Romans in 43 C.E., they used four legions to accomplish that job. One
legion is about 5.000 warriors. Later on, when conquering was accomplished and they turned to sort of normal
situation, they stationed three legions in Britain for permanent. Thus, during the war with Armenians, one legion
and some auxiliary units remained to keep order in Britain, while two legions under the leadership of Lucius
joined the Armenian war in 162 C.E. They stayed there for about two years, because in 163 C.E. Romans turned
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everything on their side, they took over Armenia and restored their rulerships within. Nevertheless, some
smaller problems were still there, and the war was going toward the end in the 165 C.E., and finally, to be
finished in 166 C.E. I would say they returned to Britain toward the end of 164 C.E. because they have some
strong unrests there as well. Therefore, as soon the situation did allow, they wanted to release all additional
legions and units from Armenia, because they had problems in other regions of the Empire as well. They had
similar problems within Britain because along the Hadrian wall significant attacks by local tribes occurred. Local
tribes in almost every region observed the situation carefully, they noticed the absence of legions in some
regions, they forced attacks, and therefore the displacing of legions should not have lasted for a long.
That means, according to my opinion based on research on that Armenian war, Lucius and two legions were
absent from Britain for about two years maximally. That would coincide with the beginning of the Mangal
mahadasha in the natal chart of Lucius, which started exactly in October of 162 C.E., and coming back at the
ending months of 164 C.E. Nevertheless, he must have started his post in Britain much earlier, let us say a few
years earlier, and that would be in his ending part of the Chandra–Moon mahadasha. I approximate that to the
… Chandra-Sani … planetary period, that means sometime in 157 C.E. We should have in mind that just before
the previous post as Prefect of the military camp in Britain, he was passing very extensive training and earned
the position to be commander of the Fleet. That was the highest military position, and very important, because,
the entire Roman Empire was organized around the sea, and over the sea, so that a strong navy with many ships
was inevitable. At that time, he was commanding with troops of about 20.000 people. Nevertheless, as the
situation in Britain was going on from bad to worse, they needed a strong and experienced operative
commander right there in Britain. As Britain is an island actually, all knowledge and experience he earned as a
Fleet commander would have been very welcome for that particular post as well. Therefore, in the 157 C.E., I
think, he took this post in Britain. The governor of Britain at that time was … Gnaeus Julius Verus … whose origin
we also find in Illyrian Dalmatia, so he was from the same origin as Lucius himself.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gnaeus_Julius_Verus
Just to say, that fact must have been one of the reasons Lucius was taken to this post. However, governors were
changing very quickly in Britain. Very soon, … Governor Longinus … was appointed, and after him mentioned
Marcus Statius Priscus, and then after him … Sextus Calpurnius Agricola … was appointed. Some of them
functioned as governors of other regions as well, so they were not necessarily stationed in Britain itself.
Especially this is the case with that last one mentioned. This is a very important fact because it will explain the
function, the role and position of the Lucius Artorius Castus himself.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sextus_Calpurnius_Agricola
After return from the war in Armenia, and taking one of the highest posts in Britain, he was almost like a king.
His huge experience in commanding and warring, along with the charisma he earned, gave him extraordinary
power. It seems he stayed in the post in Britain until 168 C.E. Then, as he was general, he was appointed to the
position of Governor of Liburnia, the part of Dalmatia that was just separated temporarily from Dalmatia due to
extraordinary military importance due to strong attacks of barbarian tribes from the north and east. The position
of the governor was a civil post, but it was mostly given to generals because at that time it combined both, civil
service, but military as well. Lucius stayed in that position for about two years, and then he finally retired from
any service and he withdrew on his land in Pituntium what is today Podstrana in Croatia.
This is how we depicted nicely this very important part of the life of Lucius, when he was in service in Britain, a
little bit before, and a little bit afterward. Nevertheless, this is just like dry as a send a military report on his
military service and carrier. No doubt, we have some more interesting details to cover so let we focus now on
that post in Britain but even with some more refinement in observations.
In fact, it seems that as he came to Britain, he met someone, some very interesting and beautiful young girl of
Britain origin. It also seems he has fallen in love with her, and some sparkling was there … You guess, actually,
that was nobody else then Guinevere herself. The exact circumstances I cannot expose, but I was searching for
her natal chart as well, and surprisingly … and shockingly, the natal chart occurred.
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Lady Guinevere was born on June 30, 134 C.E., most probably somewhere there around Glastonbury region, I
cannot say exactly, so we live that point open. However, for basic considerations on the natal chart, this is of
secondary importance right now. She was connected very closely with the Sage Merlin who was the leader of
local tribes. Sage Merlin, at the same time, was a wise man full of wisdom, wizard, and magician, and most
probably, he had some healing power including the knowledge about natural medicine. Merlin is very important
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for this story, and I tried to find his natal chart as well. You will be surprised that we know that sage; we know
him very well actually. Nevertheless, his natal chart will be exposed later on.
As we are discussing still the relationship between Lucius and Guinevere, let us be focused on this topic for a
while. Immediately we would like to make some parallels with stories that came to us. It seems they are
distorted mainly, but the essence is still there. It seems the triangle was formed, because, it seems the Lancelot
occurred in the story of Lucius and Guinevere.
Nevertheless, his natal chart is also not an enigma, therefore it was produced, and we can see now the complete
story from the point of view of all three protagonists involved. Let we examine now this love story directly from
the source itself, from the point of view of Vedic Astrology-Jyotish.
Lancelot was born on November 27, 135 C.E. at 5.28 AM LMT. He was born in Britain, probably not far from the
place where Guinevere was born, and therefore I used the same coordinates. They are definitely both of Britain
origin, and most probably not far by birth.
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I do not want to go into elaboration onto all these natal charts right now. I will just expose my opinion of the
entire story. Their mutual relationship, their ages, and some other facts, they could be closely associated with
and attached to the movie … First Knight … from 1995. From natal charts, we see that Lucius was exactly 30
years older from Guinevere, what is perfectly emphasized by that movie. Especially the mental and emotional
profile of Lancelot was depicted so clearly. He was great warrior and fighter, especially well trained with sword
and this is no wonder if we follow the conjunction of exalted Mangal, and the high dignity Saturn-Sani in the
own house, in the third house. The third house represents skills with hands and arms. In addition, the presence
of exalted Mars there will denote an extremely brave person with highly moralistic virtues. That would say both
grahas are of very high dignity. He is a great warrior, but with no clear aim in his life though, sort of wanderer,
living just from one day to another. By considering that two biggest benefic grahas, Guru and Chandra made …
Gaj-Kesari Yoga … no doubt that he is a Braveheart. That yoga will offer him the name and the fame.
Furthermore, his character was exactly as this yoga is telling … brave as a lion, strong as an elephant … He saved
them, most probably, endless times. That was the time when the rule of the sword was recognized only.
Nevertheless, his presence in this story is not by chance and by accident. On a superficial level, it seems that he
is the rival to Lucius because they compete for the same woman actually. In fact, this is not the case. They did
love the same woman, this is true, but that was more like a blessing for both of them. He, the Lancelot, is part
of such story and so-called triangle in almost every incarnation of theirs. He plays very important role indeed,
and soon it will be shown this is not any triangle actually, because he has very, very prominent place in the entire
play, and without him, that play would not be possible at all.
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The photo is taken from … https://www.amazon.com/First-Knight-Jerry-Goldsmith/dp/B004Y9YOE6

The mental profile of Guinevere, and her image and skills, this is more precisely depicted in another movie with
the same topic and title … King Arthur. This is the movie with the same title from 2004. She was more to be like
a warrior, according to my opinion. The story plot of this movie based on the assistance of mentioned Linda
Malcor who was an advisor for the movie itself was placed in the Roman era, but little later in about 380 C.E.,
what we see right now is not entirely true. Nevertheless, they were in a good move by connecting King Arthur
with the Roman commander.

The photo is taken from … https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0349683/mediaviewer/rm3281426688
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The fact is that this love story is still echoing even today, and we definitely need to devote some additional time
to it. The thing is that we have yet another person in this love story, and therefore this is not a triangle anymore,
this is more like a quadrangle to be, the quad. Indeed, there were four angles in the story. I am sure that
everybody has heard about … Morgana … or … Morgan le Fay ... Who was she? Well, I made the chart, which
according to my opinion would fit into this story and depicting that another one personality perfectly well.
I was researching this topic for a long. Have covered many alternative stories, have seen almost all movies from
this series and did read almost all texts Linda Malcor and some other authors have produced. In some stories or
versions of that same story, so to say, it is exposed that Morgana could have been related somehow to Lucius
himself. In some options, it was mentioned even incestuous nature of their relationship. Indeed, it was
mentioned they had a relationship, and that she could have been either a half-sister of him or, another version
mentions she could have been the sister of his mother. Well, I considered these two last mentioned options
very carefully. To be honest, I did produce some few natal charts but discarded several very soon. It was not
easy at all. Then somehow, even by making some mistake, that mistake itself brought me to the year 116 C.E.
as a plausible one. Indeed, that was a big breakthrough. It seems to me she was a half-sister of Lucius or
something like that. Furthermore, we immediately recognize this extremely negative personality; we recognize
the Goddess Kali herself incarnated, Goddess Durga better to say. Only she can be involved in such negative
things. Only she can be such a witch. It happens somehow, she will always find a way to be in close vicinity.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morgan_le_Fay
Morgana was born on September 16, 116 C.E. at 6.08.30 AM LMT. I placed her birthplace in Dalmatia and
Illyricum and actually took the same coordinates as for the natal chart of Lucius. If they were family related,
then their place of birth should have been very close indeed.
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In fact, in this case, if she was related to him, that means she came with him to Britain while he took the post
there. Roman soldiers and especially commanders and officers, could marry but after fulfilling 40 years of age.
Therefore, in about 157 C.E. she came with Lucius to Britain. Nevertheless, we do not know when their
relationship did start, but it definitely did not last for a long as soon they entered Britain. It is very likely that
meeting of Lucius with Guinevere helped this relationship to expire, and that is probably one more reason for
the animosity of Morgan toward Guinevere. I think that word … animosity … is too weak to expose the real
nature of the relationship of Morgan toward Lady Guinevere. It was real … hatred … behind actually. Then, when
we consider carefully who could have been so close to Lucius and embodied such a big hatred and negative
emotions to the level of destruction, well, immediately we recognize the pattern, and we possibly know who
that person could have been. After long thinking and reasoning, I think that was the case. Moreover, this is
where I started the search for her natal chart as well. From the story itself, we know she is a negative character.
Very negative actually. She was involved in black magic, and she was depicted as … le Fay … the sorcerer, what
sometimes is being called … the witch.
In some stories, it was mentioned that she was an apprentice of the Sage Merlin, what is a plausible idea after
all. Well, the story has it that she even became Merlin’s lover. This is also possible. In addition, some stories do
emphasize Morgana had an eye on Lancelot. Well, it seems, it could not have been more complicated indeed.
It seems, after the breakage with Lucius, she got married there to some local king, and they had children
together, a few, and all of them did play an important role in that story as well.
Therefore, we see now that the true story is much more complex than it was previously thought. No doubt, that
it was so long time in the mist and fog. After so many mirror reflections, it was difficult to find out what and how
it did happen. We see that life stories were interconnected, they knew each other very well, and therefore
without Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, this is almost like mission impossible to be resolved.
It is a time now to present the Sage Merlin himself. Here we can recognize the Saptarishi Vasishta incarnation.
After all, this is how his natal chart was found. Just prior to that incarnation, he was embodied as John the
Baptizer actually. He was a great sage, but he was the leader as well, functioning like a king. He was the leader
of his people, the local tribal people of Britain, which definitely had not been happy with the presence of Romans
in Britain. I think they always depict them as being of Celtic origin. In fact, they had been very inimical toward
the Romans initially, and there were many fights along with. This is now where Lucius Artorius Castus comes in.
Sage Merlin was born on April 11, 94 C.E. at 1.46 AM LMT. I took coordinates of Cardiff in Wales, but it could
have been some other place or point around where he was born. This is my approximation, and it should be
taken as an orientation only.
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This time it was only about 10 years of age between Merlin and Lucius, I think. It seems that after initial animosity
and hostility, they recognized the figure of Lucius as a brave and trustworthy man full of virtues, and after he
married a local girl, Lady Guinevere, the hostility started to melt down. In fact, they were all working hard on
fusing cultures together, to become just as one culture.
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PROBLEMS WITH TRANSLATION
Well, as I already have mentioned, nothing is simple when Lucius Artorius Castus is in the question. Partially
I was already exposing that fact, but now need to emphasize again the problems with proper translation of the
fragments merged together and representing the grave slab with the name of the Roman commander Lucius
Artorius Castus. This is referring to the so-called … Inscription I … The Funerary Memorial …There is one still
opened problem of how to translate the word … Arm…s …

The snapshot is taken from … http://christophergwinn.com/arthuriana/lac-sourcebook/
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Thus, there is dilemma weather … Arm…s … refers to Armenians, denoting LAC’s presence in the war with
Parthians in Armenia, or it refers to Armoricos, a probable Celtic tribe in what is today north of France and
Belgium. This is all connected with the fact where Lucius has gone with his units from Britain in supposed war,
while he was absent for one year or even two. In my previous explanations, I was following an idea this is
Armenia and the war with Parthians. This is basically because I was following the story of Prof. Željko Miletić,
who exposed the fact that Lucius has joined to the army about 120 C.E. This is fitting very well with the natal
chart I exposed and therefore somehow automatically I accepted his explanation, as well as of many others, for
the mentioned war. Nevertheless, the situation is rather complex. For example, the most prominent researcher
of the Lucius story, Linda Malcor herself, is categorically against such an option of the translation and the
interpretation. In fact, arguments of all historians opposing this interpretation are very strong. They say, on no
way would Romans remove two legions from such hot spot as Britain was at that time. Not even for the shortest
amount of time!
Well, somehow, on some miraculous way, the new, and the newest translation, came to me as a feedback. It is
saying like this …
DIS MANIBUS
LUCIUS ARTORIUS CASTUS . CENTURIONI LEGOINIS
III GALLICAE . ITEM CENTURIONI LEGIONIS VI FERRA
TAE . ITEM 7 LEG . II ADIUTRICIS . ITEM 7 LEG MA
CEDONICAE . ITEM PRIMO PILO EIUSDEM PRAEPOSITO
CLASSIS MISENATIUM PRAEFECTO LEGIONIS VI
VICTRICIS . DUCI LEGG TRIUM BRITANICI
MIARUM ADVERSUS ARMATOS . PROCURATORI CENTE
NARIO PROVINCIAE LIBURNIAE IURE GLADI . VI
VVS IPSE SIBI ET SUIS

EX T (OR POSUIT)

To the Spirits of the Departed:
Lucius Artorius Castus, for himself, Centurion of the Legion III Gallica, also Centurion of the Legion VI Ferrata, also Centurion of the
Legion II Adiutrix, also Centurion of the Legion V Macedonica, also primus pilus of the same, praepositus of the Classis Misenensis,
twice praefect of the Legion VI Victrix, Dux of the three British legions against armed men, Procurator Centenarius of the Province of
Liburniae with jure gladi six times, he himself while alive built this for himself and his family.

There are two entirely new points exposed and emphasized in this translation. First is quite a radical solution
for the exposed dilemma of the word … Arm…s … It becomes … armatos … It says this is referring to … armed
men … what puts both previous versions out of range. This is plausible actually. That would say that Lucius was
not taking his part in the Parthian war, neither was he warring against Armorians, what would be an even lesser
plausible option. Instead, we have a very probable explanation of this word with very general meaning … armed
men … Indeed, this is a very general explanation and can refer to any warlike situation. In the light of this
explanation, Lucius was not supposed to leave the territory of Britain. He had enough of armed men around to
fight with, just there within Britain itself, or on the borders.
In addition, as a second point, and even more important than the previous one, we come to the entirely new
meaning of the lines …
DUCI LEGG TRIUM BRITANICI
MIARUM
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Indeed, this line or two, well, they received a translation that is even more radical.
It means that Castus was an Equestrian Governor of Britain.
The only dates it was possible for him to be that are 187 – 191 C.E. Indeed, if we take a look on the list of all
governors of Britain … there is one place empty and entirely unknown …

The snapshot is taken from … https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_governors_of_Roman_Britain

Therefore, here we see there is one undefined place from 187 C.E. until 191 C.E. Now let us check this period
within the natal chart of the Lucius Artorius Castus. If we take a look on the dasha system, we can immediately
notice that mahadasha, the planetary period of Jupiter-Guru ruling, started exactly in 187 C.E. Guru-Jupiter
brings knowledge, wisdom, administration … and you wouldn’t believe … it represents … the Governor.
Fantastic! I was wondering before, how on earth he was there … and so close to the highest post … but he never
became … the Governor!? Indeed, I was contemplating this fact for very long. Moreover, I saw this period
coming, what was supposed to be a very strong period because this Guru-Jupiter is very nicely placed and it is
very strong. Very strong! Now we got an answer to this long pending question. I knew it must be that something
is missing there. That was actually the peak of his carrier. After that, what means, even when he did quit this
position, he was considered as … the king. Informally, he probably became to be as a king. Along with his family
of course … and with the Guinevere and their children. Some other governors were coming and passing, as well
as emperors in Rome, but he and his family, they stayed there in the service of Britain for a long time indeed.
Therefore, it is exactly about that time that Lucius became the governor of Britain. This is such an important
revelation actually. Once again, I was always wondering how it is possible that he was so deeply involved in
Britain, but he never became the governor. Finally, we see the truth. He did become the governor of Britain. He
stayed in this position most probably during Jupiter and Saturn antardasha, and that is all until 191-192 C.E.
What a dramatic turnover!
All that I can say is to thank Linda Malcor and all other great researchers who unearthed so very important facts
that we can do such phenomenal conclusions and that we can fit everything into exact natal charts.
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THE MISTS OF AVALON
This is the concluding part of this story of Lucius Artorius Castus, and actually, it will serve just as the true
conclusion, though I did not entitle it this way. In fact, I made the entirely different title. Because the story of
Lucius is not finished yet. Far from that. I intentionally took the title form writers and moviemakers, but the
continuation of this story has the true connection with the legendary … Avalon … itself.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avalon
http://www.ancient-origins.net/myths-legends/avalon-real-island-obscured-legend-or-just-legendary-island007685
Hence, I think we need to go a little bit around. In the previously elaborated story, the last point we see Lucius
is by taking that post as the Governor of Liburnia in Dalmatia and Illyria. That was a civil post but based on
previous military service, because only high-level generals were appointed to such position mostly. Before we
saw him in Britain where he did spend many years. In about 168 C.E., he left Britain and took this post in LiburniaDalmatia in Illyria. The post did last for about two years, maybe a few years longer, and then he retired. They
say he retired about year 174 C.E. when he was seventy years of age. That would be in tune with his Rahu
mahadasha, that is more about retirement and enjoying the fruits of hard work during previous periods, during
all the life. In addition, in this point, all commentators see him as out of the story. This is where his story was
finished, they say. Oo how wrong they are! In fact, this is just the beginning of the story!

The BBC interpretation of the Isle of the Blessed, which is usually associated with Avalon.
The photo was taken from … http://alandofmythandatimeofmagic.weebly.com/avalon.html

The thing is that he was about to finish his military career as soon as is possible. As we know now, he had a
family in Britain, but the need of the Roman highest military headquarter was to appoint him in Liburnia,
Dalmatia, and Illyricum, what became the new hot spot because of increasing threat of barbaric tribe’s
penetration. The thing is that he finished that post and he returned to Britain, where his family did live. He had
children with Guinevere, and he was observing carefully how they were growing up. In fact, he was free now,
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free from military service, and he could have done whatever he wanted to. It seems to me that he used the
opportunity to live near the sea in Pituntium as well, to cure all his wounds and to recover from heavy duty he
was burdened for so long. Nevertheless, he never did forget his family there in Britain, or it can be he had two
families. His extended primary family was there in Pituntium preferably. It is very likely he improved the position,
status, and wellbeing of his primary family, the family wherein he was born. However, his true family was there
in Britain. Therefore, he traveled back and forth for a long time. He lived in two locations actually. Such a
situation offered many advantages actually. Because, in that case, he was enjoying transferring the knowledge
and technology to Britain so that he was linking these two locations. We are not supposed to neglect the spiritual
background as well. We saw Merlin there, a great sage, Saptarishi Vasishta incarnation, and I guess they worked
together on some highly esoteric field of spirituality. That was definitely not Christianity that we know today.
Therefore, either they implemented original Christianity what Jesus himself was teaching, or they taught
something entirely different. Merlin was considered as a Celtic druid, and they did preserve a lot of higher
spiritual knowledge from past time. We should also have in mind that Lucius spent early years of his military
career in Judea and Jewish World. That was not about few years only. That was about twenty years, and even
more, I would say. These precious years he spent just there in the Jewish World, in this crucial time when many
different groups of Christianity started to proliferate. Thus, he knew very well what did happen there. He
certainly knew all about.
Britain of that time was far to be entirely arranged place. Lucius was an ideal person to perform exactly such
kind of mission. Therefore, what started as a military operation along with his service in the army, was
transformed into his private project after retirement. It is very probable that not only he was traveling back and
forth; it is very likely that all his family did use the opportunity of Mediterranean climate near the Adriatic Sea
and Pituntium, what is today Podstrana in modern Croatia.
Now, many would ask how long possibly that was going on. I will probably surprise with the statement that it
did last for a very long actually. Because, according to my opinion, he passed away in 214 C.E., when he was
about 110 years of age. Exactly like that! Those who claimed that he lived in the second and the third century
are actually very right. Because he did! That means historians … Nenad Cambi … and … Miroslav Glavičić ... are
right as well. The theories of all three of them are overlapping and supporting each other. These are just
variations of the same theory.
Thus, what about his ending point? Surprisingly we have some records about.
In the legend of Swiss city called … Chur …, we find the story about Britain’s king Lucius who died just there in
their city while he was traveling … traveling from somewhere or to somewhere. Most probably, he was traveling
from his home in Dalmatia to another home in Britain or vice versa. That city was just on the road connecting
Illyricum and Britain. It was just as a half of way, so to say. The legend has it he did die there, and that he was
buried there, and furthermore, that he was even proclaimed as the first bishop of the region, what he is
celebrated even today. Therefore, we have keywords … King of Britain … and … Lucius … and we do not have
any doubt this is Lucius Artorius Castus actually. Some experts do place that story to 166 C.E, what is not far,
but I think this is not exactly the right time. Furthermore, if he was considered a king, he was not traveling alone.
He was surrounded by his men, the escort, kind of soldiers and protectors, maybe exactly some knights of his,
as he did establish the knight's order.
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luzius_von_Chur
On the mentioned seminar in Podstrana held in 2012, … Antonio Trincresi … scientists from Italy exposed several
very interesting ideas …
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Well, based on the natal chart of Lucius, I would say that he lived very long life, and that event, the death of
Lucius in the Swiss city of Chur would have been about 44 years after his full retirement in 174 C.E when he was
about 70 years of age. That means his departure did happen in 214 C.E. In fact, almost all characters in this game
had Saturn-Sani to play around, or in the eighth house of their appropriate natal chart, what would provoke
extended longevity. They all lived a long life.
Nevertheless, there is another turnover in this story. I personally do not believe he was buried in the Swiss city
called Chur, where he was supposedly traveling by and did die there as well. This is what legend has it, but this
is not entirely true. You do not leave your king in the middle of nowhere. You do not leave your king behind
even if he is not esteemed as highly as Lucius was. All kings, and especially such glorious kings, they belong to
the people. Then, there are many stories he was buried in the Dalmatia itself because the portions of
sarcophagus and grave slabs were found there with very clear inscriptions. That was mentioned at the very
beginning of this story of Lucius. However, I will probably shock everyone by saying that I do not believe he was
buried there either.
This part of the story becomes very interesting indeed. From the proceeding of the seminar in Podstrana held
in 2012, which was already mentioned before, it comes out one very important bit of information. From the
elaboration of … Prof. Anamarija Kurilić … from the University of Zadar in Croatia, we are about to learn there
are some problems with the inscription found in Podstrana, the Roman Pituntium, and we definitely need to
turn our attention toward that point. Here I will present the part of findings exposed in her work … Some
Problems concerning the Reading of CIL 3, 12813 …
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https://bib.irb.hr/datoteka/709592.Some_Problems_Concerning_the_Reading_of_the_CIL_3_12813.pdf

For me, all of sudden, everything is clear. The inscription on the sarcophagus was written and prepared while
Lucius was alive. He himself prepared everything for his burial and funeral ceremony in Dalmatia. He did it very
probably just as he was retired in his seventies. People of this age usually think about such things because they
think they are close to the departure. Nevertheless, with Lucius, the fate wanted things to go a different way.
Lucius did die in Swiss city Chur, most probably, just as legend has it. At that ancient time, that was Roman …
Cuira … in the province … Raetia … of Celtic origin.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chur
That was during one of his countless journeys between Dalmatia and Britain. We do not know which way he was
going, either toward Britain or away from Britain. Nevertheless, whatever way he was going, as he died, the
body was delivered to Britain. As they were deep into the Alps and glaciers at that time were all over around,
the ice was used to cover the body, and it could survive for one or two weeks more. Hence, we have very
impressive legends about his funeral in Avalon, and this is most probably true. Until that moment, as we are
talking about 214 C.E., I guess, Britain itself changed drastically. Animosity between Romans and hosts reduced
and eventually disappeared. Legend has it that even Morgan le Fay was turned to be friendly later on in this
story and that she herself was the one who organized that fantastic funeral ceremony of King Arthur in Avalon.
This is plausible indeed because he was regarded as a great king. In fact, this is what he became while being
there, but after the military service. The service as commander in the Roman army was just the beginning of the
entire story. At that moment, Guinevere was about 84 years of age, quite old actually. She was definitely around
at that moment of departure of Lucius Artorius Castus, no doubt about that. I think she lived even much longer
after that. We see that Guru-Sani conjunction right in the sixth house of her natal chart. This combination is
good for longevity because of the strong influence of Saturn on the eighth house, his own house. There are
some other combinations in the chart that would say Lady Guinevere lived over a hundred as well. I think she
lived well twenty years after Lucius, and therefore her departure we need to search around 234 C.E. Therefore,
if Lucius was revered as a king, then she, the Guinevere, was established as a queen, and that means Britain was
in good hands, and it was safe for quite some time. Considering that they had prominent descendants through
their children, this is to say that this lineage was continued for several generations, for several centuries, I would
say. No doubt, Arthur as a personal name became very popular in that lineage, so there were some Arthurs from
the same family who did fight against Saxons in coming centuries. This is how the legend about medieval Arthur
was born and transmitted further on. I’ve just found an info there is no any official record in Saxons books
between 400 C.E. and 800 C.E. of King Arthur. Of course, they did not mention anything of such kind because
they tried to diminish and suppress Welsh and Britain’s original heroes. For some time, newly established
Christianity was doing the same, because they knew very well who Lucius Artorius Castus was, and therefore
they tried to diminish everything and even to force that he is not mentioned anywhere.
Nevertheless, the legend survived. Now, by considering all that, it is very plausible even to watch on the
supposed findings of monks in the 12th century as the true option. They claimed that they did find their remnants
in Glastonbury Abbey. Whether this is true or not, we can still only speculate about. However, it is logical to
expect that they have been buried next to each other, just to commemorate the fact that they lived together
happily for so many years. They lived happily despite so many troubles they have been involved. After all,
troubles are their trademark, because they always come to make necessary changes. Not all are happy with
changes this is a well-known fact. Just to finish this point, well, if that burial place in Glastonbury Abbey is not
the true one, it can easily be that their remnants are still laying together somewhere.
http://mysteriousuniverse.org/2016/05/king-arthurs-tomb-may-have-been-found/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glastonbury_Abbey
As we mentioned Linda Malcor on several occasions along with this essay, just to add a few words more. I think
her work made a real breakthrough because she was the one who stood up, who did stand behind, and has
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been advocating so strongly the theory of connecting King Arthur with the Roman soldier and Commander
Lucius Artorius Castus, the theory which was ultimately proved as a true one. However, this is not all. She
strongly suggested that his work in Britain was connected with the moving of big group of … Sarmatians … to
Britain. After all, the synopsis of the movie about King Arthur from 2004., where she was playing a leading role
as an advisor, what was already mentioned earlier, that synopsis narrates exactly such kind of story. That is to
say, that those Sarmatians played an extremely important role in profiling and cultivating New Britain, the new
culture of Britain, which was just surfacing after fusing so many elements together.6 Therefore, she was right.
Linda Malcor was right, Sarmatians were very important in this story, and very probably, Lucius was riding with
them.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_Arthur_(2004_film)
Now, few words about Avalon itself …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avalon
http://www.ancient-origins.net/myths-legends/avalon-real-island-obscured-legend-or-just-legendary-island007685
The newest revelations have shown we need to search for Avalon in or around the Glastonbury itself, in
Somerset. At that ancient time, it had marshlands all around and some waters so it did look like an island
actually, just as it was depicted in the books and movies.
Just to conclude, Lucius Artorius Castus became a real king there in Britain. He united local tribes and helped
that permeation of these two cultures, the native one of Britain and the Roman culture, became so successful
so that in the final stage the full integration was achieved. Of course, there was some sparkling still, but after
his mission, that was an entirely different story. He was revered as a king, and his final resting place was there
in Avalon itself. The legend is true. Actually, almost all fragments of the legend about King Arthur are true, and
the only thing is, there was a little problem with the time frame, little confusion so to say, but this is now solved
and King Arthur can enjoy his deserved rest in peace right there in the Avalon itself. After all, this is where he
belonged to, and where he does belong even today.
Regarding his place and land in Pituntium, in Illyricum, the fact that Lucius did not finish his worldly life there,
that fact does not diminish its role and importance in the entire story. Indeed, it played the very important role
in connecting two worlds. Furthermore, it probably did play a very important role in their personal lives as well,
because they were combining the best of both lifestyles. Mediterranean lifestyle, I mean of the ancient
Mediterranean, was very healthy, and very probably it gave a big contribution to their longevity. I am sure fresh
or dried figs, almonds, carob, dates, and olive oil, all that was quite often on their dining table. In addition, I
guess the intoxicating scent of Mediterranean lavender was refreshing every room in their house. Therefore,
the mentioned sarcophagus was never used by the Lucius Artorius Castus, or for himself. Anyhow, it could have
been used for some family members of his. Then, in a certain moment, regardless of whether it was used or not,
it was discarded, just to finish utterly as material for local fence wall in some far future, near to that very same
Roman cemetery where some of his close ones were buried once upon a time.
6) Actually, the story about Sarmatians is very long, and they say, not researched enough. Along with the Wikipedia, we find some very
important info … https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarmatians ... but this is far from the full extent. They were of Iranian origin, Old Persian
to be precise, and what is entirely neglected and forgotten is the fact that in a certain moment they made a corridor from Persia itself
right to the Baltic Sea. There these originally Old Iranian people mixed with Scythians, and they established the country-state covering
modern Poland and all up to Caucasian mountains. In some battle with Romans, huge battle, Sarmatians lost, but their bravery and
devotion impressed Romans, they spared them, and around 175 C.E., about five thousand people, mostly very skillful equestrian, were
transported into Britain, to reinforce Roman units, and they stayed there forever. Most probably, we can see the influence of Lucius Castus
in that story, because he prepared everything and he was monitoring this operation personally. They used to be heavy armored equestrian
with heavy weapons use, and they say, that was the beginning of the new style of fighting, what will become the story of early mediaeval
knights. Nevertheless, those Sarmatians are very important for the genesis of the modern Croatia as well, but this is another story, and
most probably, it will be touched some other time. Anyway, this story is very interesting also, and it is somehow connected to all themes
of this essay.
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Now, if we look at these things in a little bit different way, well, we can easily discover that this story with
Illyricum and Dalmatia is not accidental, or seemingly by chance. In fact, he was preparing the terrain for his
next appearance, where he is going to play an even bigger role. Surprisingly, we will discover that he occurred
just there, just a few kilometers away from that very spot which we were discussing in this essay. Nevertheless,
this is material and theme for yet another essay. Probably … soon.

The End
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